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Summary

The main problem in field oriented control of induction machines is locating the flux in the
machine. Once the position of the flux is known, field oriented control becomes easy. At
the end of 1994, a new approach of locating the rotor flux was presented by Matsuo et all.
With this method it is possible to locate the flux under all conditions, even down to zero
speed. In this thesis, the results of a research concerning that new method are presented.
Some interesting new points are described, which are crucial in determining the flux position
accurately.

The rotor current is indirectly measured by means of Hall sensors. A set of 120 degrees
displaced Hall sensors were placed in the vicinity of the end ring. This only takes minor
mechanical adaptions on the machine. The Hall sensors measure the flux which is produced
by the current in the end ring. As soon as the current in the end ring is known, the currents
in the rotor bars are also known. Together with the measured stator currents, the position
of the rotor flux can now be determined accurately. This method is independent of machine
parameters and temperature, and is therefore very robust.

This method is applied on a 2.2 kW, 220 V, 2 pole, squirrel cage induction machine. In con
trast with the reported measurements of Matsuo et all (and his predecessors), measurements
have shown that the air-gap flux has a substantial contribution in the Hall sensor signals.
That effect causes inacceptable deviations in the rotor current measurement. Therefore, the
method in the form as proposed by Matsuo is not useful for small machines. A compensation
scheme for the air-gap flux contribution has been added. The new scheme gives very good
results and is robust. The rotor flux position can accurately be determined over the full speed
range, even down to zero speed. Deviations are less than 5 degrees in comparison with the
calculated rotor flux position.

The new rotor flux position scheme is used in a field oriented controlled drive. The controller is
implemented on a Digital Signal Processor (TMS320C30) and a hysteresis current controlled
PWM inverter is used to create the desired currents in the machine. All tests confirm that
the rotor flux position is exactly known at all conditions. The drive shows excellent dynamic
properties, even during very slow speed reversal.



Samenvatting

Het grootste probleem van veldgeorienteerde regelingen van inductie machines is het lokali
seren van het veld in de machine. Ais de positie van de flux eenmaal bekend is, dan wordt
veldorientering eenvoudig. Op het einde van 1994 werd een nieuwe methode voor het lokali
seren van de rotorft ux gepu bliceerd door Matsuo e.a. Met deze methode is het mogelijk om
de rotorftux te lokaliseren onder aile omstandigheden, zelf tot snelheid nul. In dit rapport
worden de resultaten van een onderzoek naar die nieuwe methode beschreven. Er zijn enkele
interessante nieuwe punten ontdekt, die cruciaal zijn om de positie van de rotorflux nauwkeurig
te kunnen bepalen.

De rotor stroom wordt indirect gemeten via Hall sensoren. Drie Hall sensoren (120 graden
t.o.v. elkaar verschoven) zijn in de buurt van de kortsluitring geplaatst. Dit vergt slechts
kleine aanpassingen aan de machine. De Hall sensoren meten de flux die veroorzaakt wordt
door de stroom in de kortsluitring. Als de stroom in de kortsluitring bekend is, dan is ook
de stroom in de rotorstaven bekend. Samen met de gemeten statorstroom kan nu de positie
van de rotorflux nauwkeurig worden bepaald. Deze methode is volledig onafhankelijk van
machine parameters en temperatuur, waardoor deze methode zeer robuust is.

Deze methode is toegepast op een tweepolige inductiemotor met kooiankerrotor. De motor
heeft een vermogen van 2.2 kW. Metingen hebben aangetoond dat de luchtspleetflux een sub
stantiele bijdrage levert aan de signalen van de Hall sensoren. Dit in tegenstelling tot wat
Matsuo (en zijn voorgangers) hebben gerapporteerd. Dat effect veroorzaakt onaanvaard bare
afwijkingen in de rotorstroom meting. De methode van Matsuo is daarom niet bruikbaar
voor kleine machines. Om de invloed van de luchtspleetflux te compenseren is een compen
satiemethode ontwikkeld. Deze nieuwe compensatiemethode werkt zeer goed. De positie van
de rotorftux kan nu weer nauwkeurig bepaald worden onder aIle omstandigheden. Afwijkingen
van die positie zijn kleiner dan 5 graden vergeleken met de berekende positie.

De nieuwe rotorfluxpositie rekenaar wordt gebruikt om inductie motor veldgeorienteerd te
regelen. De regelaar is gei'mplementeerd in een Digitaal Signaal Processor systeem (TMS320C30).
Een stroomgeregelde spanningsinvertor volgens het hysterese principe wordt gebruikt om de
gewenste stromen in de machine te realiseren. AlIe proeven bevestigen dat de rotorftux posi
tie onder aile omstandigheden exact bekend is. De totale aandrijving heeft een uitstekend
dynamische gedrag, zelfs wanneer de snelheid van de machine zeer langzaam van richting
veranderd.
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List of Symbols

Remark 1: The terms "rotor" and "cage" are equivalent in this thesis. For example, rotor
fI ux is also denoted by cage fI ux.
Remark 2: The terms "coordinate system" and "reference frame" are equivalent.

Machine parameters
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rk

e
eqS

eqk

(1s

(1k
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mel

mload

Mload

8
8 shajt

p
r

p

</>

stator resistance
rotor resistance = cage resistance
main air-gap inductance
leakage inductance of the stator
leakage inductance of the rotor
relative leakage factor of the stator
relative leakage factor of the rotor
reduced main air-gap flux
red uced rotor resistance
electromagnetic torque
scaled load torque
load torque
scaled total inertia of all rotating parts on the shaft
total inertia of all rotating parts on the shaft
number of pole-pairs
damping
rated rotations per minute
rated power on the axis of the machine
power factor

Time signals

Usa

Usb

Usc

U su

U sv

Zsa

stator voltage phase a
stator voltage phase b
stator voltage phase c
stator voltage phase u
stator voltage phase v
stator current phase a
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- tsb

t sc

t su

t sv

tPsa

tPsb

tPsc

tPsu

'l/Jsv
uha

Uhb

Uhc

uhu

Uhv

Uh
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stator current phase b
stator current phase c
stator current phase u
stator current phase v
linked flux phase a
linked flux phase b
linked flux phase c
linked flux phase u
linked flux phase v
hall voltage of sensor a
hall voltage of sensor b
hall voltage of sensor c
hall voltage transformed to phase u
hall voltage transformed to phase v
hall voltage

Space vectors

X
(J'x

stator voltage vector
rotor voltage vector
hall voltage vector
stator voltage vector in stator coordinates
rotor voltage vector in rotor coordinates
stator voltage vector in arbitrary coordinates
stator current vector
rotor current vector
rotor current vector
scaled rotor current vector
stator current vector in stator coordinates
rotor current vector in rotor coordinates
scaled rotor current vector in stator coordinates
stator current vector in arbitrary coordinates
rotor current vector in arbitrary coordinates
scaled rotor current vector in arbitrary coordinates
stator fl ux vector
rotor flux vector
air-gap flux vector
cage flux vector
stator flux in stator coordinates
cage flux in rotor coordinates
stator flux in arbitrary coordinates
cage flux in arbitrary coordinates
air-gap flux in arbitrary coordinates
generalised flux in arbitrary coordinates
generalised turn-ratio
auxiliar variable
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Components of space vectors

Remark:
1 = parallel with the reference axis
2 = perpendicular to the reference axis

~txl 1/Jx1 component of the stator current
~tx2 1/Jx2 component of the stator current
~tkl 1/Jk1 component of the stator current
~tk2 1/Jk2 component of the stator current
~:l 81 component of the stator current
~:2 82 component of the stator current
~I:l 81 component of the scaled rotor current
~1:2 82 component of the scaled rotor current
~k#1 1/Jk1 component of the scaled rotor current
~k#2 1/Jk2 component of the scaled rotor current
~k'l/;kl 1/Jk1 component of the rotor current
~k#2 1/Jk2 component of the rotor current

1/Jtk1 1/Jk1 component of the cage flux

1/Jtk2 1/Jk2 component of the cage flux
1/Jtxt 1/Jxl component of the generalised flux
1/Jtx2 1/Jx2 component of the generalised flux
1/Ji/ 81 component of the cage flux
1/J'k2 82 component of the cage flux
u'j/ 81 component of the Hall voltage
Uh2 82 component of the Hall voltage
1/Jk cage flux level
1/Jx generalised flux level
~c cross coupling current

Angles

'Y~

'Y~
cp~

cp;

CPi.
ps

Pshaft
f#s

angle from arbitrary frame to stator frame
angle from arbitrary frame to rotor frame
angle from generalised flux frame to rotor frame
angle from generalised flux frame to stator frame
angle from cage flux frame to stator frame
scaled angle from rotor frame to stator frame
angle from rotor frame to stator frame
angle from stator current vector to cage flux frame
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Superscripts, x is an arbitrary value

x..

i
x

desired value
observed value
estimated value

Operators, x is an arbitrary value

D{x}
x
R(x)
s

derative of x

derative of x
vector rotator over an angle x

Laplace operator
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Outline

Electric machines are very widely used in drive systems for more than a century. Until recently
dc machines dominated in drive systems where transient response and high performance at
low speed are critical. The reason for this is that dc machines are relatively easy to control.
The induction machine was favoured for constant speed drives and is the workhorse in the
industry. The advantages of an induction machine with respect to a dc machine are
considerable:

• rugged and reliable
• high power to weight ratio
• less expensive
• harldy periodic maintenance
• sparkless
• capability to overload

These advantages are mainly due to the absence of commutator and brushes. In the last
two decades advancements in power electronics and microcomputers have made it possible
to implement sophisticated control for induction machines at a reasonable cost. Therefore,
induction machine drives play nowadays a prominent role in high performance electrical drive
systems.

Electrical drives can be devided in two groups: non-controlled drives an controlled drives.
Most drive applications in industry are non-controlled drives for constant speed operation.
They are either 'on' or 'off', such as pumps, fans, blowers, etc. The majority of all induction
machines operate directly connected to a three-phase power grid. In such applications, the
torque at standstill should be high enough (double cage, deep bar rotor) to accelerate and
reach the steady-state speed within acceptable time. The speed deviation, due to the slip, is
taken for granted.

The number of controlled drives (variable speed drives) is increasing. Many drive systems.
need speed control, such as cranes, roller mills, vehicles, ships, etc. Controlled drives can be
devided in two catagories: scalar controlled drives and vector controlled drives. Over 90 %

1
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of all controlled ac drives belong to the scalar controlled category. Scalar controlled drives
only use the magnitude of the quantities (voltage, current and flux) and are often used in
multi-motor applications. The converter is configured as an adjustable voltage source, with
feed back loops intended primarily for converter control and protection rather than motor
control. Scalar controlled drives generally have a simple configuration, are of low cost, have
satisfatory stationary properties but moderate dynamic properties.

Less than 10 %of the controlled ac drives are vector controlled drives. Vector controlled drives
use both the magnitude and the angle of the involved quantities. There are two categories of
vector control: the quadrature control methods and the torque control methods.
The quadrature control methods (field oriented control as proposed by Blaschke is one of them)
provide a method of decoupling the two components of the stator current: one producing the
flux and the other producing the torque. Therefore, it provides independent control of flux
and torque, which is similar to a separately excited dc machine. The decoupling is maintained
in stationary and dynamic state.
The quadrature control method can be further devided in direct and indirect methods. Direct
ones make use of a flux estimator or flux sensor. In the indirect method the spatial position
of the flux is obtained by means of a feed-forward block.
In torque control methods, torque is controlled by the slip of cage, air- gap or stator flux. The
torque equations are not exact as in the quadrature control methods. Consequently, torque
control methods can not produce optimal transient response for all operating conditions.

electric drives

I
controlled drives

1---1---1
scalar controlled vector controlled

,--'--------,1
quadrature control torque control

1-1-1
direct indirect

Figure 1.1: Overview of electric drives
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1.2 Goal of this thesis

Field oriented control was introduced in the early seventy's by Blaschke. Throughout the
years, several methods of field oriented control have been developed. But all these methods
suffer from the same problem: to locate the position of the flux over the complete frequency
range. The problem area is particularly below the 5 Hz. In this thesis, the results of a study
to a new method of locating the flux are presented. This method is able to locate the flux
over the complete frequency range, even down to zero speed.

Chapter 2 describes the machine in spatial vectors and field oriented control is explained. The
new method is described in chapter 3. It also contains the practical problems and solutions
which have been encountered. Chapter 4 shows the results of a field oriented controlled drive
with this new method. Finally, conclusions and recommendations are presented in chapter 5.
The appendixes are bundled separately.



Chapter 2

Field oriented control

2.1 Introduction to spatial vectors

In vector control an orthogonal two phase model (actually semi-four phase model) is used to
describe the machine. The real three phase quantities can be transformed to this two phase
model (and vice versa) by means of a three to two phase transformation (see appendix D).
In fact, every m phase system can be transformed into a two phase system. Starting with the
stator voltage relationships of a three phase system we get:

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

where D{ } is an operator that performs differentation with respect to time (= d{ }/dt), and
7/Jx is the linked flux where the subscript x denotes the phase.

In the two phase representation the above equations become

(2.4)

(2.5)

The subscripts u and v denote which phase of the two phase model is under consideration.
We can write equations (2.4) and (2.5) in vector form.

[
Usu ] = [ r s Zsu ] + D{ [ 7/Jsu ]}
Usv r s Zsv 1/Jsv

or shorter

4
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(2.7)
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II) principle, the above relationships have meaning in the time domain only. Let's choose
an orthogonal coordinate system (s1,s2 axis) fixed to the stator in such a manner that the
s1-axis coincides with the magnetic axis of phase a and phase u of the three phase and two
phase model, respectively. The magnetic axis of phase v coincides with the s2-axis, so the
two phase model is orthogonal also.

b-axis

a, u, sl-axis

c-axis

Figure 2.1: The different coordinate systems

It can be shown from the spatial distribution of the windings [1] that the vectors defined in
Eq. (2.7) also have a spacial meaning. Therefore, these vectors are called spatial vectors (also
known as spatial phasors, spiral vector, ... ). The stator current vector Is rotates with stator
frequency and always points in the direction of the maximum value of the virtual flux, caused
by the stator current only. This flux is not the same as the stator flux. The stator flux is the
total fl ux linked with the stator windings and is represented by 'its. This vector rotates with
stator frequency also. It points in the direction of the maximum value of the stator flux and
has the same direction as Is in no-load situation only. The stator voltage has implication on
the spatial gradient of the (stator) flux. The size of the vectors are related to the size of the
physical quantities which they represent.

The same can be done for the rotor. Whether the rotor is a three phase rotor or a squirrel
cage rotor, it can be transformed in an orthogonal two phase model. The magnetic axes of
these phases are fixed to the rotor and form the rotor coordinate system. Again the time
quantities get spatial meaning. The rotor voltage relationship of a squirrel cage rotor becomes
in vector notation:

(2.8)

The rotor current vector I r rotates with slip frequency with respect to the rotor coordinate
system. It points in the direction of the maximum value of the flux caused by the rotor
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current (and it is not the same as the rotor flux or cage flux). The rotor flux '1'r, also called
the cage flux '1' k, rotates with slip frequency with respect to the rotor coordinate system.
The rotor flux is the total flux which is linked with the rotor windings.
It is obvious that the rotor reference frame rotates with rotor speed with respect to the stator
reference frame (s1,s2-axis). As a consequence, the rotor vectors rotate with stator frequency
in the fixed stator coordinate system.

The machine is now described by a stator relationship (2.7) and a rotor relationship (2.8).
These two models are linked by the air-gap flux. The air-gap flux is the resultant of the flux
produced by the stator current, and the flux produced by the rotor current. The summation
of Is and lr has therefore the direction of the air-gap flux and can be viewed upon as the flux
producing current (or magnetising current). For a better understanding of spatial vectors,
see (1].

2.2 Describing the electric machine in spatial vectors

The vector representation to be used in this thesis allows for the analysis of induction machines
in arbitrary reference frames (e.g. frames oriented with stator, rotor, stator flux, cage flux,
air-gap flux, etc..) with relative simplicity (6].

In terms of vector quantities, the fundamental voltage/current/flux relationships of an induc
tion machine are summarized by

where

ral: + D{'1':},

rk1k + D{'1'k} == 0,

(2.9)

(2.10)

u~, uk are the stator and cage voltage vectors,

I:,lk are the stator and cage current vectors,

'1'~, '1'k denote the flux vectors linking the windings of the stator and the cage windings
of the rotor, respectively,

r 5' rk represent the stator and cage resistances,

D{} is an operator that performs differentiation with respect to time (= d{ }/dt).

In Eq.(2.9) the vectors are projected onto a stationary reference frame oriented with the
stator (superscript s), while in Eq.(2.1O) the reference frame is rotating synchronously with
the rotor (superscript r).

The projection of the vectors in Eqs.(2.9-2.10) onto an arbitrary reference frame leads to

o
ral~ + D{'1'~} + i'~R(1r/2)'1'~,

rk1k + D{ '1'n + i'~R( 1r/2) '1'k'

(2.11)

(2.12)
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with i'~ == Dbn, i'~ == Db~} denoting the angular velocity of the arbitrary frame with
respect to the stator and the rotor, respectively, R( 11" /2) is an operator that rotates vectors
over an angle 11"/2, and

wi + fusl~,

wi + fuklk,
f (l~ + lk)'

(stator flux)

(cage flux)

(air-gap flux)

(2.13)

where wi is the vector related to the total flux crossing the air-gap, f is de machine main
inductance, f us and fuk are the leakage inductances of the stator and cage windings.

Visualisation of the introduced vectors gives more insight. To start with 2.13, the air-gap flux
is formed by the summation of the stator current and the rotor current and multiplied by f.
The vectors are drawn in an arbitrary frame in Fig. 2.2. By introducing the vector

(2.14)

we can write the cage flux as follows:

(2.15)

Of course, the orientation of the vectors with respect to each other is irrespective of the
reference frame.

L::::============~fI~

Figure 2.2: Construction of the air-gap flux and the cage flux from the current vectors

Eq. 2.12 (and Eq. 2.11) contains the induction phenomena, which can easily be explained in
the synchronously rotating cage flux frame (so a =tf;k). The cage flux vector written in the
cage flux reference frame equals by definition,

(2.16)

The tf;k1-component of the rotor current lk is determined by the second term in Eq. 2.12.
The tf;k2-component of the rotor current lk is determined by the third term. That third term
contains a slip component, namely i'~k' This means that the tf;k2 component of the rotor
current becomes larger as the load increases. In no-load situation, this component even equals
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7jJk2-axis

£II
k

7jJk1-axis

Figure 2.3: The different vectors describing the machine at contstant flux level in the cage
flux reference system. The flux vectors are redrawn in the right under corner.

zero. With Eq. 2.15 is becomes clear that the ztk2 always equals -z~#2. Furthermore, we
can learn from Eq. 2.12 that, at contstant flux, the rotor current vector is perpendicular to
the cage flux vector. This is visualised in Fig. 2.3.

Eqs. 2.9, 2.12 and 2.13 can be visualised in a per phase model of the machine, see Fig. 2.4.
There, the machine is described in the stator reference frame.

In view of Eqs.(2.11-2.12), the electric torque developed by the induction machine is deter
mined by conservation of energy to be

where T means vector transposition.

It is convenient to define a generalized-flux vector [6] as follows

\l1~ = f (X 1~ + 1%) ,

(2.17)

(2.18)
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+

Figure 2.4: Dynamic model of the induction machine.

where X can be seen as an unspecified turn-ratio between stator windings and (equivalent)
cage windings. According to the value of X, '1'~ represents different fluxes:

X = (1 + O"s)

X=1
X = 1/(1 + O"k)

: '1'~ == '1'~

:. '1'~ == '1'i
. ,T,a = ,T,' a
• ~x - ~k

(stator flux),
(air-gap flux),
(cage flux),

where o"s = fus/f and O"k = fuk/f are leakage factors, and

'1" a _ 1 '1'a
k - (1+O"k) k

represents, in fact, a 'reduced' cage-f1 ux vector.

By assuming impressed stator currents, it can be shown that the projection of Eqs.(2.12-2.17)
onto a reference frame oriented with the generalized-flux vector '1'x yields

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

where

ep~ == D{ <p~} is the slip frequency (angular velocity) of the generalized-flux vector with
respect to the rotor;

7/Jx == 7/Jtx1 is the direct component of the generalized flux projected onto the reference
frame linked to the generalized-flux vector (of course, 7/Jtx2 == 0);
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ztX1 , ztX2 are the stator current direct and quadrature components, respectively;

f' = £/(1 +O'k) and rk = rk/(l +O'k)2 are 'reduced' machine parameters;

and

(2.22)

(2.23)

Eqs.(2.19-2.21) are shown as a block diagram in Fig. 2.5. To emphasize the cross-coupling
effect of the current components between the flux and the electric torque, the term Zc has
been introduced in Fig. 2.5 following

e' D { } _ e'. r 1/Jx2
Zc + O'x, Zc - O'x,l{)xzs .

rk rk

Z1/Jx2
s

II
e'1 +O'x,s
rk

[ Zc

l/(l+O'x.£.;.s)
z1/Jxl rk [s

l/(l+g;.s)
rk

(l-O'x)-t-
rk

Figure 2.5: Induction machine model with impressed currents, projected onto a reference
frame oriented with the generalized-flux vector. The linear blocks are given as transfer func
tions in the complex Laplace-variable s.

In the case where the cage-flux vector is chosen as reference (hence O'x = 0), it can be observed
from Fig. 2.5 that the influence of ztk2 (= ztx2 ) on the flux is eliminated. This approach
corresponds to the field-oriented model proposed by Blaschke. As it can be also seen from
the block diagram with O'x = 0, the flux can be controlled independently by ztk1 (= ztx1 ), and
the torque by ztk2 (while maintaining constant flux level).
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2.3 Torque relationships

Torque is the quantity that makes the interface between the mechanical and electrical parts
of a drive system, being therefore an essential variable to be considered in the control of
electrical machines.

The mechanical part can be summarized by

with pS == D{pS} representing the (electric) angular rotor velocity and

(2.24)

mload

e

P Pshaft,

(l/p) Mload,

(1/p2) 0 shaft,

(2.25)

where p is the number of pole-pairs, Pshaft the physical shaft angle with respect to the stator,
eshaft the total inertia of all rotating parts on the shaft, and Mload all other instantaneous
load torques. Fig. 2.5 together with Eq.(2.24) and a vector rotator which transforms the
stator currents into a synchronously rotating flux frame, describe the asynchronous machine
completely. The complete model is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. The vector rotator is given by

R( S) _ [COs(CP~) - sin(cp~) ]
CPx - sin(cp~) cos(cp;) .

mlast

zSI z'lj;xl
mel - ls s

RO fig. 2.5 ~(l/s)

zs2 z'lj;x2
'l/Jxs s

-

<p~ ep~

l
. s

CPx

Figure 2.6: Total induction machine model. RO is a vector rotator.

(2.26)
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2.4 Field oriented control of the asynchronous machine

Describing the asynchronous machine in spatial vectors results in a torque relationship (Eq.
2.21) in which the electical torque equals the product of a generalised flux and a stator current
component orthogonal to it. This relationship is similar to the one for a separately excited dc
machine. All quadrature control methods are based on this relationship. The general control
scheme is presented in Fig. 2.7, where the superscript -labels values that are provided by
observers. The superscript A denotes estimated (therefore non-exact) values for the machine
parameters, while the superscript * represents desired (or commanded) quantities. The PI
regulators shown in Fig. 2.7 may be substituted by other classical or modern controllers.
Also, to improve the dynamic response, the desired stator current quadrature component
may be given by

*'ljJx2* _ melz - -_-
s 1/Jx

To obtain decoupled torque and flux control loops, it is necessary to compensate for the
cross-coupling current Zc (cf. Eq.(2.23)). In the general case, this can be achieved by adding
the term tc to the output of the flux controller, as shown in Fig. 2.7, being calculated from
observed values. Decoupling occurs naturally with cage-flux orientation (zc == 0). The control
scheme which then results is called field oriented controller.
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Figure 2.7: Direct quadrature control



Chapter 3

Field oriented control using rotor
end ring current detection

3.1 Introduction

The difficulty in field oriented control (FOe) is determining the angle <p~ by which vectors are
rotated (Fig.2.7), or in other words, locating the flux. The most trivial method of control uses
the indirect field orientation principle in which the rotor speed is accurately sensed and the
calculated slip frequency is added to form the stator frequency. Integrating that frequency
produces the desired angle. The calculation of the slip frequency makes use of the estimated
rotor resistance. Unfortunately, the rotor resistance varies over a wide range as the motor
heads up under load and during low speed operation. This has a deleterious effect on the
torque transient response. Also, the main inductance is a function of the flux level in the
machine, varying widely during field weakening operation. This causes additional difficulties
in regulating torque at high speeds.
In the air-gap flux direct field orientation the position and magnitude of the air-gap flux is
measured by means of Hall sensors or measuring coils. Together with the measured stator
current, the rotor flux can be calculated. This method asks extensive mechanical adaptions
on the electric machine.

Recently another method offield orientation has been proposed [2]. In this approach, the end
ring current is measured by means of Hall effect sensors. The position of the rotor flux can
now be calculated. The paper discusses two new approaches of field oriented control using end
ring current detection. In this thesis only the direct method is used to control an induction
machine. This does not mean that the indirect method is less good. Probably, there is not
much difference in performance. According to the paper, both methods are considerably
more robust than previously reported controllers. The torque can accurately be controlled
even down to zero speed operation. Moreover, the controller is completely independent of
rotor time constant variations.

14
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Stator

Rotor

Axis

End ring

~
Stator

end windings
-------- ---l

Figure 3.1: Side view of a squirrel cage induction machine. Note that the fluxes produced by
the stator end windings and the rotor end ring are more or less perpendicular to the surface
formed by the end ring.

3.2 Direct FOe employing rotor end ring current detection

It is possible to locate the rotor current vector by means of Hall effect sensors, placed in the
vicinity of the end ring of a squirrel cage rotor. Once the rotor current vector is known, the
cage flux vector can be calculated. First look at the side view of the machine, see Fig. 3.1. In
that picture the flux produced by the end ring current of the rotor and the flux produced by
the end windings current of the stator are drawn. Measuring the flux of the end ring current
gives information of the current in the rotor bars.

In order to understand the relation between the end ring flux and rotor current vector it is
neccessary to look carefully at the machine from the front side and draw all current vectors,
windings, rotor bars etc. This is done schematically in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 for no-load
and load conditions, respectively. The two big inner circles with the little circles represent
the end ring of the rotor with the ends of the rotor bars. The width of the air-gap is highly
exaggerated. The two big outer circles with the 24 squares represent the front side of the
stator with the stator slots. The stator end windings are pulled outside the stator.

The previous chapter showed that the vectors which describe the machine, stand still in a
synchronous rotating reference frame. The cage fl ux reference frame is one of those frames.
It is obvious that the vectors in the cage flux reference frame rotate in the fixed stator frame.
But regardless of the frame, these vectors always keep the same orientation with respect to
each other.
In Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 the vectors are oriented with respect to the stator frame. For ease
of understanding, the vectors are drawn at the moment that the rotating ?Pkl-axis coincides
with the St-axis (so looking at it with a stroboscoop giving a light flash at that moment). The
projection of the stator current vector on the ?Pkl-axis is the cage flux producing component,
while the projection on the ?Pk2-axis is the torque producing component. At constant flux
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level the rotor current vector always equals the neg_ative torque producing component of the
stator current vector and is in that case always perpendicular to the cage flux.

In no-load situation (see Fig. 3.2), the rotor current equals zero. The stator current vector is
located on the 'l/Jkl-axis, and looking at it with the stroboscoop, located at the sl-axis also.
The instantaneous stator currents in the stator windings are drawn with dots and crosses,
meaning the direction of the current. The size of the dots and crosses denote the magnitude of
the instantaneous current. So, the bigger the dot, the bigger the instanteneous current. The
stator end windings are drawn outside the stator housing. The arrows denote the direction of
the current in these connections. The flux produced by the current in the stator end windings
is also drawn in Fig. 3.2 and from another point of view in Fig 3.1. Now, it can be seen
that the maximum value of this flux inside the end ring, has the same direction as the stator
current vector! This holds for every load condition, see Fig. 3.3.

The same can be done for the rotor current under load condition. The dots and crosses in
the rotor bars indicate the size of every single rotor bar current. This leads to a more or less
sine shaped current distribution in the end ring. This end ring current leads to an end ring
flux of which the maximum has the same direction as the rotor current vector. So measuring
this field gives us the exact location of the rotor current vector!
Once the rotor current vector is known, field oriented control becomes easy. The direct FOe
scheme is shown in Fig. 3.4.
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s2-axis

sl-axis

Figure 3.2: Front view of a squirrel cage induction machine under no-load condition. Only
the direction of the flux, caused by the current in the stator end windings, at the surface of
the page and inside the end ring is drawn.
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s2-axis

sl-axi

Figure 3.3: Front view of a squirrel cage induction machine under load condition. Only the
direction of the flux, caused by the current in the stator and the rotor end windings, at the
surface of the page and inside the end ring is drawn.
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Figure 3.4: Direct field orientation using end ring current detection
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3.3 Determining the rotor flux position

The previous section showed that the flux produced by the current in the end ring has the
same spatial location as the rotor current vector. By measuring the end ring flux, the position
of the rotor current vector is also known. Since the path of the flux is essentially through
air, such a flux measurement is effectively proportional to the rotor end ring current, and,
with the proper correction factor, to the rotor bar current itself. The end ring flux can be
measured by means of Hall effect sensors. The Hall sensors have to be located on the 81- and
s2-axis (90 electrical degrees, see Fig. 3.5).

82

Hall sensor 2

----------,;1r"'---'----R- 81

Hall sensor 1

Figure 3.5: Location of the Hall sensors. Hall voltage of sensor 1 '" z~l and Hall voltage of
sensor 2 '" z~2.

The rotor flux is related to the stator current and the rotor current by (see 2.15)

(3.1 )

(3.2)

where II- a = {I +(7k)lk' Normalizing these signals by their amplitude, the sine and the cosine
of the rotor flux position can now be formed. That is,

sin <pic
cos <pic

7/Ji// I '1' k I
W// I '1'k I
V{7/Ji/)2 + {7/Jf/)2

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

The basic flux position calculator obtained from these equations is shown in Fig. 3.6.

The terms related to the rotor current in 3.1 and 3.2 are affected by temperature dependance
the Hall sensors (3 to 7 % per 100 degrees Celcius). To overcome this problem a rotor flux
position calculator utilizing adaptive gain of the rotor current can be introduced, as shown
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Figure 3.6: Rotor flux position calculator

in Fig. 3.7. Adaption is based on the requirement that the 7/Jk1 component of the rotor
current has to be maintained at zero. The 7/Jk1 component of the rotor current in the cage
flux coordinate system can be written as

(3.6)

The gain adaption loop forces the cage flux vector perpendicular to the rotor current vector.
Hence, it can be viewed upon as an additional servo drive that keeps the brushes of an
equivalent de machine in the neutral zone, resulting in no interaction between the armature
and the field current.
Since only the position of the cage flux vector is of interest, the multiplication of the stator
current and the rotor current with f can be omitted. The phase locked loop is used to form
the sine and the cosine of the rotor flux position. The p.!.!. is effective for rejecting harmonic
components of the Hall sensor signals. Furthermore, a p.!.!. causes no phase lag, so control
response and stability are maintained.
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Figure 3.7: Rotor flux position calculator with adaptive rotor current gain employing phase
locked loop
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Figure 3.8: Hall effect sensor

3.4 End ring current detection

3.4.1 Hall sensors

Hall sensors make use of the Hall effect. A magnetic flux B z acting upon drifting electrons
causes a Lorentz force on those electrons. In a rectangular plate, such as shown in Fig. 3.8,
the Lorentz force deflects the electrons in the direction orthognal to the magnetic vector and
the electric vector which causes the drift. Since the Hall sensor is flat, the sensor is only
susceptible to the component of the magnetic field B z which is orthogonal to the surface.
The Hall field Ey which arises as a consequence, compensates the y component of the Lorentz
force. The Hall field can be measured as a voltage at points A and B, and can be calculated
by

(3.7)

where k h is a sensor constant and hias is the bias current of Hall sensor.

3.4.2 Mounting the Hall sensors

The optimal position of the Hall sensors is determined experimentally. Therefore, two sensors
on one probe were placed at different locations in the vicinity of the end ring, as indicated
by the numbers in Fig. 3.9. The Hall voltages were measured at no-load and at full load,
and the results are summarised in appendix B. At no-load, no signal should be measured.
The criterion for the best location is therefore the ratio of no-load signal and full load signal.
Although sensor B gave stronger signals, the ratio for sensor A was better in all cases. It
turned out that sensor A at location 2 gave the best results. The flux that was measured at
full load had a rms value of 5 mT.
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Figure 3.9: The various positions were the end ring flux is measured.

Four Hall sensors were installed in a 2.2 kW, 2 pole, 220 V squirrel cage induction machine,
at the same place as sensor A at location 2. Three of them were placed at 120 degrees with
respect to each other, and one sensor was displaced by 90 degrees with respect to one of
the other three. It turned out that the signals of the asymmetrically displaced sensors (=
90 degrees) were of different shape and magnitude. The signals coming from the set of 120
degrees displaced sensors resembled each other much better, which could be expected from
the symmetry point of view. A three to two phase transformation for the Hall signals is now
needed. The probes on which the Hall sensors are mounted, are fixed to the stator shield. All
materials used may not be magnetical conductive and must be able to endure temperatures of
about 150 degrees Celcius. This method does not require any extensive mechanical adaptions.
The rotor current vector can be determined in a simple and a low cost manner.

3.4.3 Measuring the flux caused by the end ring current

Disturbing fluxes

In the rotor flux position calculator from section 3.3, the deteriorating effect of all other fluxes
on the accuracy of the rotor end ring flux measurement is not considered. There are three
sources of flux at the position of the Hall sensors. These sources are the end ring current, the
stator end windings current and the air-gap flux. Especially the air-gap flux causes an error
in the rotor current measurement that can not be neglected. The disturbing fluxes together
with the end ring flux are drawn in Fig. 3.10.

All these sources can be described by vectors. It's is convenient to introduce the Hall sensor
voltage vector Uh:

(3.8)

Measurements show that ks is negligible and that k l is negative. It is possible to see the
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Stator

Rotor

Axis

Stator
end windings

Figure 3.10: Side view of a squirrel cage induction machine. The component of the air-gap flux
perpendicular to the surface of the Hall sensor has the opposite direction of the component
of the end ring flux (perpendicular...).

saturation effect of the machine in the Hall voltage at no-load. For ks = 0 and at no-load
lk = 0, so only the air-gap flux contribution remains.

The effect of the disturbing fluxes is illustrated in Fig. 3.11. The Hall voltage vector has
no longer the same direction as the rotor current vector, but equals the summation of others
vectors, see Eq. 3.8. The gain adaption scheme as introduced earlier makes sure that the
resulting cage flux vector is perpendicular to the Hall voltage vector. This results in a big
error in the position of cage flux vector. That error can rise up to 90 degrees in no-load
situation. The scheme as proposed by Matsuo [2] can not be used. Section 3.5 discusses a
scheme which compensates the disturbing effect of the air-gap flux.
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Figure 3.11: The measured Hall voltage vector is a combination of lk and '1'[
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Hall sensor signals

Fig. 3.12 shows the waveforms coming from one Hall sensor under no-load and load con
ditions. For this test the induction machine was fed by a synchronous machine to avoid
interference of harmonics. Also a Fast Fourier Transform is made of every signal. Note that
the FFT's contain besides the fundamental frequency, also components with slip frequency,
and components consisting of combinations of stator frequency and slip frequency. However,
the total harmonic distortion is very small.

Assymmetry and eccentricity are the sources for those "strange" components, which act like
an unusual form of modulation.
Suppose that the induction machine is perfectly symmetrical and centric, and that the con
tribution of the air-gap flux to the Hall voltage is negligible also. Then the Hall voltage is
proportional to the rotor end ring current only and is given by

where W s is the supply frequency.
It is likely that the Hall sensors are placed a bit eccentric. The amplitude of the Hall voltage
then becomes a function of the rotor position () = wmt.

Rewriting Eq. 3.10 delivers the slip component. Rotor eccentricity has the same effect, and
other modulation sources can be thought of.

Appendix C summarizes the amplitude and phase lag difference of the three Hall sensor signals
with respect to each other. These differences are considerable and depend on the speed and
load. However, the result of the flux measurement, after transforming the Hall signals into
the two phase system, is accurate enough to work with. This holds for all speeds and loads.
In Fig. 3.13, uh2 is drawn as a function of u'/.
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Figure 3.12: Hall signals and their FFT's at no-load (left) and full load (right). The frequency
of the supply voltage was 5 Hz. The slip component is located left from the fundamental
component (large peak). Right from the fundamental component, the components with fre
quencies consisting of combinations of stator frequency and slip frequency can be seen. Left
FFT: 12,5 Hz/div. Right FFT, 5 Hz/div.
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Figure 3.13: ui? as a function of ui/. Only the shape is of importance. Pure sinusoidal supply
voltages are used for this test.
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3.4.4 Fixing the Hall sensors to the stator coordinate axis

The set of three Hall sensors, which are 120 electrical degrees displaced with respect ot each
other, are mounted on a cylinder which fits exactly between the rotor axis and the rotor end
ring. The three sensors have to be aligned with the magnetic axis of the stator phases. This
can be done at several ways.
First of all it is recommended to inspect carefully how the windings are devided over the
stator slots and locating the magnetic axis in that way. Then the sensor block must be fixed
to the stator shield in such a way that the three Hall sensors are aligned with the magnetic
axes of the stator. The deviation will be a few degrees at most.

Alignment can be done more accurately by making the sensor block being able to rotate with
respect to the stator shield on which it is fixed. Based on measurements the sensor block
can now be rotated until alignment is achieved. Deviation of less than one degree would be
expected. The most trivial method is measuring the stator current of phase A and the voltage
of sensor A under no load conditions. From the measurements from previous sections it is
seen that Hall signal in no-load is in counter phase with the air-gap flux. The air-gap flux is
in phase with the stator current, which can be measured. The sensor block can be rotated
until the Hall signal and the stator current are in counter phase. In practice, this method
was not so reliable as it appears. It is already pointed out that the Hall signals do not always
have a phase lag of 120 degrees with respect to each other.

Another method is the short circuit test at a very small stator voltage, such that the machine
is barely magnitised. The stator current vector and the rotor current vector are now each
others opposite, as can be seen in Fig. 3.14. Alignment takes place when the Hall voltage of
sensor A and the stator current of phase A are in counter phase. Again this method suffers
from the same problem as the previous method. Eventually, alignment is carried out by
minimizing the measured phase differences of the three stator currents and the three Hall
voltages.

82

Hall sensor 2

-------+--------B- 81

Hall sensor 1

Figure 3.14: Current vectors at very low stator voltage.
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3.5 Dealing with the disturbing air-gap flux

The contribution of the air-gap flux in the Hall signals makes the rotor flux position calculator,
as explained earlier, unusable. The gain adaption circuit forces the cage flux vector to be
perpendicular to the Hall voltage vector, which results in errors of <Pi. up to 90 electrical
degrees at very small loads. Another solution has to be found. For this purpose it is necessary
to examine the Hall signals in more detail. The Hall voltage vector consists mainly of two
components:

(3.11)

where kl is a negative constant and kk is a positive constant. Substituting Eq. 2.13 in Eq.
3.11 results in

(3.12)

Now it becomes clear that it has to be possible to reconstruct the cage flux vector (see Eq.
2.15) from a combination of the Hall voltage vector and the stator current vector. Since a
phase locked loop can be used to filter the reconstructed cage flux vector, only the position
of the cage flux vector has to be reconstructed. The phase locked loop automatically scales
the magnitude of sin 'Pi. and cos 'Pi. to 1, independant of the magnitude of the input signals.

3.5.1 The non-compensating method

Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16 show a method of calculating the rotor flux position straight from the
measured stator current and the Hall sensor signals. It is possible to compute the rotor flux
by adding the Hall voltage vector with the appropiate multiplication factor k to the stator
current vector, as follows

(3.13)

The goal is to reconstruct the position of the cage flux, such that

(3.14)

This can be achieved in Eq. 3.13 by taking

(3.15)

As long as the machine is in its linear region (no saturation) the multiplication factor k is
constant. Saturation means that the main inductance f is not constant anymore. Therefore,
k has to be adjusted according to the air-gap flux level, see Fig. 3.15. Since the air-gap flux
producing component is not available directly, the (virtual) cage flux producing current ztk1

can be used to adjust k. For these "two" flux producing currents are almost alike. Only during
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fast flux level tran:;itions, the errors will not be negligible. In this case the flux producing
component of the rotor current should also be taken into account for adjusting k.

The value of the gain factor k as a function of ztk1 can be determined experimentally by
means of trial and error; The "load" angle €tk between the cage flux vector and the stator
current vector can be calculated from the stator current in no-load and load situation as
follows

1/Jk (is,no-load)€s = arccos. .
Zs,load

(3.16)

The gain k has to be adjusted manually until a match of the calculated and measured angle
is achieved. This should be repeated for a number of flux levels, the results being stored in
table form for instance.

Errors with this method can arise when the gain k is incorrect by misgauging or temperature
dependence of the Hall sensors, especially at high loads. This can easily be seen by drawing
the corresponding vector pictures. Besides that, the next method shows that the contribution
of the end ring current in the Hall signals is not linear at all. This means that kk (see Eq. 3.15)
is not a constant, but a function of rotor end ring current. This would deteriorate the accuracy
in an unacceptable way. Based on these facts this method has not been experimentally tested.

Figure 3.15: Cage flux calculation scheme
without correction.

Figure 3.16: Vector representation of the
cage flux calculation method without cor
rection.
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3.5.2 The compensating method

A better approach seems to correct the Hall voltage vector for the air-gap flux contribution,
see Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18. This air-gap flux compensation can be done by adding the stator
current vector with the correct amplification factor to the Hall voltage vector, or reverse,
adjusting the Hall vector with the multiplication factor (kl £)-1 before adding it to the stator
current vector. This correction yields the position of the rotor current vector. The cage
flux vector can now easily be calculated by adding the new rotor current vector with the
appropiate multiplication factor kGA to the stator current vector (see Fig. 3.18). The factor
kGA can be updated by the gain adaption loop as introduced earlier.

This method can easily be proved. Starting with 3.12

(3.17)

and after multiplying Uh by -(kl £)-1 (kl, is negative !) the result is

(3.18)

Addition of the stator current vector to the scaled Hall voltage vector leads to

(3.19)

Eq. 3.19 shows that if kl £ is implemented without deviation, it yields a vector which has the
same direction as l~. Next, the gain adaption loop brings the resulting vector to the correct
amplitude. Hence, the function of the gain adaption loop GA is to provide

[
1 k ]-1

kGA == - 1 + Uk + kl~ (3.20)

The factor (kl £) -1 has to be determined by trial and error, by the same way as k was
determined in the previous section. However, the ratio of the Hall voltage and the stator
current at no-load (=magnetising current) give a good start value. The multiplication factor
(kl£)-l is also dependend on the non-linear main inductance £. Therefore, (kl£)-1 has to be
determined for a number of flux levels and has to be controlled the same way as is done in
section 3.5.1.

Deviations in the correction factor (kl£)-1 and temperature dependance of the Hall voltage (3
to 7 % per 100 degrees Celcius) have a negative effect on the accuracy, which can be seen by
drawing the vector pictures. The above mentioned deviations cause errors in the magnitude
of the Hall voltage vector. Adding the stator current vector to the Hall voltage vector (=
compensating for the air-gap flux) results in a vector which is not exactly aligned with the
real rotor current vector. The gain adaption loop forces the cage flux vector perpendicular
to the deviating rotor current vector. The biggest deviations occur at small loads. Therefore
the gain adaption loop can only be applied when the load is big enough. The 'ljJk2-component
of the rotor current z~#2 is a measure for the load. It can be used as a criterium whether
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Figure 3.17: Scheme for compensating the
disturbing air-gap flux.

Figure 3.18: Effect of the compensation in
vector representation.

the load is big enough to allow the gain adaption loop to do his job. But ztk2 equals -zkt/lk
2

•

The first is less distorted and is therefore a better signal to control on. So ztk2 has been used
as criterium for applying the gain adaption loop.
Furthermore, it seems from experiments that the contribution of the cage current in the Hall
signal is a non-linear function of the load. The gain adaption loop controls kGA down as the
load becomes bigger (a typical saturation effect). So kGA is also a function of the load. This,
and the fact that the gain adaption loop can not be applied for small load, means that the
value for kGA at small load has to be obtained by extrapolation.

Although this method has some theoretical disadvantages (the discussed possible errors), it
was tested in practice, showing very good results. Just because the gain adaption loop makes
sure that the cage flux vector remains perpendicular to the reconstructed cage current vector,
the compensation part can accurately be determined by the trial-and-error method. The
accuracy of the flux position calculation is pretty good. For all loads and frequencies the
deviation is less than 5 degrees. Once the correction is tuned correctly, this method appears
to be robust. Fig. 3.19 shows the cosine of the cage flux angle and the cage flux angle itself at
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Figure 3.19: Filtered cos CPk and filtered CPk (sawtooth). The angle CPk runs from 27l" to O.
Filtering is performed by the phase locked loop.

a frequency of 0.4 Hz. The cosine shows some small phase jitter, which can also be seen in the
irregularities in the sawtooth. The irregularities are probably caused by the slip component
in the Hall sensor signal. Nevertheless, the harmonic distortion is still very small. The phase
jitter becomes less disturbing as frequency is getting higher. It is already negligible at a few
Herz. The machine was fed by the inverter using a PWM-technique called the Fish Method
[15].
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Concluding, the accuracy of the flux measurement is determined by:

• alignment of the sensors.
• the difference in the magnitude and phase of the Hall sensor signals with respect
to each other.
• accuracy of compensating the Hall signals for the air-gap flux.
• phase jitter of the phase locked loop, caused by the slip harmonic (only notice
able at very low frequencies.

3.5.3 Compensation in the cage flux reference frame

Different methods using the Hall voltage vector and the stator current vector transformed to
the synchronous rotating frame have been considered. In order to perform the transformation
of the vectors in the synchronous cage flux frame, the cage flux position has to be known.
But the cage flux position has to calculated from the vectors transformed in the cage flux
frame. A major problem of these methods is that the system becomes unstable. Even if it
is possible to stabilize the circuit, it is not likely that the results will become better. These
methods have not been tryed.



Chapter 4

Testing the electric drive

4.1 Description of the electric drive

The block diagram of the electric drive is already given in Fig. 3.4. The 5 kVA inverter uses
IGBT's as power switches. The machine under test is a 2.2 kW, 220 V, 2 pole, squirrel cage
induction machine. A separately excited dc machine is used as a load. The rotor flux position
calculator (see Fig. 3.17) and the field oriented controller (see Fig. 4.1) are implemented
in software on a Digital Signal Processing system. The field oriented controller generates
the reference currents for the hysteresis current controlled current PWM inverter, which is
realised by additional hardware.

· *Zsa

· *Zsc

· *Zsb

,pkl * \J 52*
Zs Zs

6.

RO 2-+3

ps* t
,pk2* \J sl*

Zs Zs

- 6. +
1 pS 1-5I

I epk
I

Figure 4.1: The field oriented controller. The symbols 6. and \J means that the currents are
limited.

To design the PI-regulator for speed control, it is convenient to describe the system in the
Laplace domain. In principle, an ac drive system is highly non-linear. However, when the
drive is really field oriented controlled, i.e. the angle epic is exactly known, independent control
of torque and flux is reached, like in a dc drive, see Fig. 4.2.

The dynamics of the machine are given by the total inertia e and the damping r. Fur-
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thermore, the dynamics of the phase locked loop and the dynamics of the hysteresis current
controlled PWM inverter have to be taken into account also. All of them are first order
systems. The transfer function of the drive then becomes in first approximation:

1
H(s) = )( )( )'(8s + r TpllS + 1 TinvS + 1

(4.1)

as shown in Fig. 4.2. The two most dominant poles of the uncontrolled system are the
mechanical pole and the p.1.1. pole. The mechanical pole is determined by a step response
of the torque command, see appendix F. The time constant turned out to be 1.5 seconds
approximately. The time constant of the p.!.!. can accurately be calculated (and altered if
neccesarry), and had a value of 1/32 seconds, see appendix E. The zero of the PI-controller
has been set between the mechanical pole and the pole of the phase locked loop. The gain J(

and the position of the zero can be adjusted following conventional techniques.

s-plane

pS* +0-----
1/ik2*

J( (1 + r;s)
1.

r-------. H(s)
-

x
current source

p.l.l. PI PI

+
motor dyn mics

Figure 4.2: Control scheme of the field oriented controlled drive. The right picture indicates
the positions of the poles of H(s). H(s) represents the dynamics of induction machine, phase
locked loop and the hysteresis current controlled PWM inverter.

4.2 Measurement results

The total drive system was tested by offering different speed command signals ps*. A function
generator was used to create those signals. Fig. 4.3 to Fig. 4.6 show the results of those tests.
The signals shown in Fig. 4.3 to Fig. 4.5 represent from top to bottom:
Signal 3: cos 'Pk
Signal 4: desired speed pS* (270 rpmjdiv)
Signal 2: actual speed pS (270 rpmjdiv)
Signal 1: torque command ztk2 *
The noise on some of the signals are caused by the tacho generator. An encoder would solve
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Figure 4.3: Response of the system at a triangular speed command. This picture shows that
control of the machine is maintained during speed reversal, even if speed reversal is performed
very slowly. Time scale is 1 secjdiv and speed scale is 270 rpmjdiv.

this problem. Furthermore it should be mentioned that all tests are done at constant flux.
The flux dependend adjustment of (k/£)-l has not been implemented yet.

The first test consisted in following a triangle wave with mean zero, see Fig. 4.3. The machine
follows the commanded speed very accurately, even through zero speed! So control on the
machine is never lost.

Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 show the transient response of the system resulting from step changes
in the speed command. The system responds fast and with no overshoot. Fig. 4.6 shows the
unfiltered measured stator current in the cage flux reference frame, at the same step changes
in the speed command. This figure confirms that the position of the cage flux is determined
correctly. The flux producing component of the stator current stays constant during the test,
just as it should be. The torque component of the stator current changes according to the
changes in the desired speed command.
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Figure 4.4: Response of the controlled
drive resulting from step changes in speed
command in load situation. The load was
a function of the speed. Time scale 500
ms/div, speed 270 rpm/div.

Figure 4.5: Fig. 4.4 enlarged. The drive
reacts in roughly 100 ms. Note that the
torque command saturates. Time scale
100 ms/div, speed 270 rpm/div.
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Figure 4.6: Unfiltered stator current in cage flux coordinates at step changes in the speed
command under no-load situation. The '¢'k1-axis is horizontal and the '¢'k2-axis is vertical.
Note that only the '¢'k2 component of the stator current changes. (Every dot is the end of
the current vector.)



Chapter 5

Con·elusions and Reeommandations

• Two new phenomena are encountered in the end ring current detection method for small
machines. To our knowledge, these two phenomena have not been described in the literature.
First of all, the end ring flux measurement is seriously disturbed by the air-gap flux. Secondly,
the end ring flux measurement as a function of the end ring current is not linear at all; it
shows a saturation effect.
• The method of Matsuo [2] does not work for small machines. The contribution of the air-gap
flux in the Hall sensor signals is the cause of this malfunction. A scheme for compensating
the air-gap flux contribution has been developped, showing very good results. The position
of the cage flux can accurately be determined under all conditions, even down to zero speed.
• The field oriented controlled drive, based on the new rotor flux position calculator as des
cribed in this thesis, shows excellent dynamic properties. Control of the machine is never
lost, even during very slow speed reversal.
• It should be further investigated to which extend the power of the machine is correlated with
the disturbing effect of the air-gap flux. From the physical point of view it is not unlikely that
the air-gap flux contribution becomes less or becomes negligible as the power of the machine
is getting larger. For the distance through air for the stray air-gap flux compared with the
distance through air for the end ring flux becomes relatively larger for large machines.
Secondly, the currents in the end ring and therefore the end ring flux are larger in large ma
chines.
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